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Innovation Norway Lessons Learned
June 12th-June 16th, 2022

STRATEGY
COMMON VISION IN NORWAY
To make our coast and waters the safest and cleanest in the world. Working together, let us be the
change.
Norway’s path to marine electrification began in 2015 with the M/V Ampere, the world’s first electric
ferry. By 2016 there were 3; in 2018, there were 9, and in 2021 there were 52; in mid-2022, there are
now 72/84 electric ferries, and a liquid hydrogen ferry will be commissioned in 2022. Norwegians
passionately believe that freedom of air and water is a human right, but it shouldn’t destroy the ocean.
Their collective mindset has shifted from asking “What If” to “What Next.” Norway’s culture and publicprivate sector partnerships contribute significantly to its outlook and long-term planning objectives,
including government investment.

POTENTIAL GOALS FOR SUSTAINABLE MARINE TRANSPORTATION IN ALASKA
Alaska has the opportunity to create a culture, similar to Norway, that will foster better cooperation
between stakeholders to drive marine highway ridership more seamlessly to all forms of the State's
multimodal transportation system.
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Globally, goals are based on the Paris Accords, which indicate that 2008 emissions levels need
to be reduced by 40%.
ISO has a goal of reducing the total annual GHG emissions by at least 50% by 2050 compared to
2008. Beginning with vessels over 400 gross tons, it will: strengthen the EEDI requirements,
operational efficiency measures, further speed reductions, measures to address CH4 and VOC
emissions, alternative low-carbon and zero-carbon fuels, and market-based measures.
Fuel needs to be green fuel for public procurements within 2-3 years
Support the ‘green shift’ of statewide transportation across all sectors and modes.
Work towards a “Green autonomous marine ecosystem” that includes tractors, cranes, terminal
operating systems, shipping manifests, etc.
Enable greener operations.
Have marine transportation that is “FAST” fast autonomous sustainable transportation.
Reduce the number of required crew while increasing crew competency and work. For example,
one crew can supervise a network of ferries.
Modernize marine transportation for cost reduction. The main cost barriers to operations are
fuel and crew. Fuel can be removed through clean technology, and crew costs can be reduced
through digitization and automation.’

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS (SDGS)
•
•
•

Cooperation to succeed #17 Partnerships for the Goals
Future zero-emission port #13 Climate Action
Energy Efficient Port #7 (Affordable & clean energy) and #9 (Industry, innovation, &
Infrastructure)
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•
•

Sustainable urban port #11 (Sustainable cities and communities) and #12 (Responsible cities and
communities)
Zero Emission Operations (Life on Water) and #15 (Life on Land)

INNOVATION AREAS “GREEN INNOVATION FOR THE OCEAN”
1.
2.
3.
4.

International collaboration for collective technological advancement
Autonomous vessels (not unmanned vessels)
Zero-emission operations
Emission-free fuel production

COMMON PRINCIPLES
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Safety is critical, so redundancy in fuels and systems is required.
The best energy is the energy you don’t need to use. The hull design is an essential
consideration for energy efficiency.
All aspects of the value chain must be integrated to be financially viable.
Balance design with technology and business design for waterborne mobility (using 9,11,13
climate action)
Build out sustainable and future-proof technology where possible
Maintain open, inclusive, and long-term partnerships for R&DI (I for Innovation) based on trust
(formal and informal), respect, support, and diversity (NCA) in an environment of co-creation
interdependency with common goals and shared risk (Wartsila.)
Shared vision based on trust promotes co-creation and collaboration while de-risking projects.
Sustainability, autonomy, and digitization are interdependent for modernization efforts.
Data-driven operations

OUTCOMES
•
•
•

Improved safety (Improved situational awareness based on existing sensors)
Reduced opex (Energy effective operational configurations and practices)
Reduced emissions

LOOKING AHEAD
•
•
•
•

Sustainable and environmental regulations and requirements
Expect CO2 fees
Digital maritime transport supported by AI
IMO regulations and vessels will be digital, electric, and have some degree of autonomy

RISKS
•
•
•

Global politics and development
Major accident/disaster (IMO based on maritime accidents)
Trust the technology

PROCESS
POLICY
•
•

Norwegian Coastal Administration charges a fee to all vessels for emissions, and as ships use
ways to reduce emissions, the fees are reduced.
2026: The Unesco Fjords will be locked down for zero emissions.
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•
•

•
•
•

Port of Oslo is reducing emissions by 85% by 2030
Port of Oslo requires zero-emissions routes with effect from 2025 if new routes are established
or if existing routes are put out to tender, where contracts are renewed, or where permitted by
the situation.
Port of Oslo established differentiation of port fees to reward docked low-emissions ships via
the “Environmental Port Index (EPO).”
Port of Oslo has a bonus for ships operating at reduced speeds using fossil propulsion systems.
Green public procurement has supported the industry’s adoption of new technologies.

ELECTRICAL FERRY PROJECT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Route and energy demand study
Map out operation profile
Calculate battery size and charging requirement
Calculate energy requirement for moving through the water.
Propose a complete vessel system
Investigate shore charging capacity for charging and consider a battery booster on a weak grid.
Contract of vessel (shipyard)
Shipyard does the installation, but the integrator has PM on site and maintains the warranty
Contractor charging station (operator or port)
Commissioner of the engine system
Build, install, test, adjust
Service agreement (operator)
With technical issues during operation, in Norway, NES can log into the vessel remotely so that
you can resolve problems online in 80-90% of cases. Beyond that service, engineers are needed.
In the U.S., NES is looking at different partners or establishing local support.

DIGITAL DATA AND MONITORING
•

•
•
•
•

Sniffer drones can collect emissions behind vessels, including CO2, methane, and ammonia, and
be at a three-minute resolution versus three months. An onboard data display can indicate how
emissions change in different operations.
E-navigation
Smart Control (NES)
Data analytics for operational optimization (Ocean Infinity)
Remote real-time monitoring and future remote control

AUTOMATION
•

•
•

BEAN (AI Support) (Norwegian Coastal Administration-NCA). BEAN ensures vessel safety by
flagging abnormal behavior and gets us set up for electrical and autonomous operation. Inputs
include voyage data, ship data, and sensor data.
MASS (NCA) (autonomous systems)
RouteInfo.no (NCA). This open-source GIS portal has digital navigation routes online for “route
exchange” to increase safety. The entire coastline is available for download. Quality assured and
recommended by pilots and marine GIS specialists. These can be imported into ECDIS. They also
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•

•

•

have route factsheets. We could also use relevant regulations, real-time weather, and wave data
for improved route analysis. The routes are guaranteed for vessels up to 100m long and 9m deep.
o Lavutslipp.kystverket.no (NCA). NCA maintains a national database with information on
shoreside electrical charging stations. It includes metadata on shore power for vessels
and vehicles. This database is kept up through combining efforts, free and available for
industry to use and update using crowdsourcing. Similar to the highway version called
“plugshare.”
Ravin’s Nest-Odins eye (NES)
• Shore Control Lab (NTNU) is a flexible research
infrastructure for remote monitoring and
controlling autonomous ships. It is a blend of
cybernetics, architecture, and data modeling.
Their lab facilities include a control room,
observation room, and research lab to tweak
scenarios. They have several prototypes,
including Autoferry Gemini, a mixed reality lab
with a physical model that works as a regular
ferry in VR space to test out ferries before
building, a Scenario Builder, and a virtual
sandbox to import data needed to run
scenarios
on
weather
and
traffic,
millAmpere1/milliAmpere2, and land-based terminals. It is built in Unity (as is Fortnight) and uses
AV over IP on all screens/interfacing for access. Uses eye-tracking glasses and wrist bands for
heart rate to detect stress levels for enhanced situational awareness. Situational awareness in
high-risk scenarios is a critical area for improvement and research.
Digital
fire
suppression
highlights the benefits of
digitization where manuals can
be instantly pulled with realtime data. The digital space
allows for instant access for
immediate response.
millAmpere1:(NTNA-SFI
AutoShip) Fully Autonomous
Shuttle Ferry; Carries seven
pax. Has advanced sensors,
including ultrasound, lidar, onboard
computers, and comms.

PROCUREMENT
•
•

RFPs could incentivize emissions such that operations are zero-emission by 2028, and if done
sooner, they get paid more. (Ruger)
Ruger contracts out all operations. The operators build and own the vessel and run the specific
routes for 10-14 years, and the state pays a negotiated flat rate. The state does gain and collects
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•

revenue for the vessel, but the operators run regardless of traffic. When issuing vessel contracts
to private operators, there can be components such as a service contract, energy contract, or
data contract.
Operations RFPs data contract requires that all awardees be given equal access to data, and all
lessons learned should be public and open-sourced in a sandbox with the market. The
transparent information sharing decreased costs during the next round of proposals by 30%.
(Ruger)

VESSEL ENERGY EFFICIENCY
HULL DESIGN
•

•
•
•
•
•

Hull-Carbon Fiber “Legacy
of the Fjord”: 400 pax;
40m; is very light at 150
tons. A 10-15% weight
reduction equals 10-15%
fuel savings. While the
vessel may be more
expensive, the life-cycle
cost is reduced. High
strength-low weight; reduced
maintenance costs.
Heat pumps can be used for air conditioning and temperature control.
Heat recovery
The Fjords design uses switchbacks for accessibility and viewing room. Each person has 3 feet of
outside space. This vessel has 12 knots for 5 hours, 16 for 2.5 hrs, or 19 for 1.5 hrs.
One pontoon contains a backup diesel generator for emergency battery charging
Rotor sails have been shown to save significant fuel.

VESSEL PROPULSION TYPES
ICE MECHANICAL
Definition: An ICE that uses diesel, renewable diesel, ammonia, or hydrogen.
•
•
•

Diesel generator with geared drive. Potential for retrofits.
ZEEDs (Zero Emission Energy Distribution at Sea) (Wartsila). 1st world ammonia fueled engine
and the 1st green ammonia value chain (meaning the carbon is captured and stored)
MS Green Ammonia (Wartsila) to be commissioned in 2025 and powered by green ammonia.

ICE MECHANICAL HYBRID
Definition: ICE generators, using diesel, renewable diesel, ammonia, or hydrogen with no batteries but
using azipods to improve efficiency.
•

Diesel generators with Azipod thrusters
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ICE ELECTRIC BATTERY HYBRID
Definition: Primarily diesel generators using batteries for peak shaving and short routes. This has a
common DC bus.
Applications: Car ferries, cargo vessels, tugs, workboats, RoPax/RoRo
Soon to be: Container vessels, cruise vessels
Restrictions: Need charging infrastructure or renewable diesel to reduce emissions to a great extent.
•
•
•
•
•
•

BC Ferries: Building six hybrid ferries where they can add additional battery capacity. (Iron
Class)
Armada 21m: (General Survey); 2x182kW Volvo; 2x78kW Corvus Orcas; Range 3000nm at 8
knots
Armada 36m: (General Survey & ROV); 3x252kW Volvo; 2x78kW Corvus Orcas; Range 5000nm at
8 knots
Armada 78m: (ROV & SOV with crew qtrs); 2x1820kW Volvo; 711kW Corvus Orcas; Range TBD
Green Cruising: (Cruise ship by alda.de)
Colorline: World’s largest plug-in hybrid vessel

FULLY-ELECTRIC
Definition: Fully electric with a backup generator to charge batteries when needed. Has a DC bus.
Applications: Car ferries, sightseeing vessels, harbor tug, workboats
Soon to be: Fast Pax ferries, PSVs, SOVs, CT, Ro-Pax, Ocean Tugs
Restrictions: >2 hr operation
• Legacy of the Fjords: (The Fjords); 400 pax; 40m; 2 x MAN 749 kW; 2 Oswald PM Electrical 150
kW; Vessel has in transit battery charging with a 200kW generator to charge a 1.8 MWh battery
system. They use a 600-kW shore charger to charge in 25 minutes to top off a 900 kWh battery.
Max speed is 19.5 kts;
• WSF: Glosten is designing an all-electric RoPax ferry to Skagit County.
• Norled hybrid-battery vessel in Haugsaund

•
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WETA: Doing
design/build on their
fleet.
•
HAV 934,
Eidsdal-Ling and
Stranda-Liabygda.
Two 80-car ferries
will have zero
emissions soon with
battery power.
•
Lisbon Zero
Emission High-Speed
Ferry (x10 owner
Transtejo Soflusa)
(Zinus). 40m; 540
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•
•

pax; Onboard DC grid; 1860 kWh energy storage; 2x500kW propulsion; max speed 17 knots;
service speed 16 knots.
Rygereleckra: (The Fjords); 2MWh battery, 19.9 kts top speed, 297 pax, range is 50 nm @ 17 kts.
Ruger vessels (we rode on one in Oslo): Uses Corvus Orca for batteries, Schottel L-drive SCD 150
pull for the propulsion unit. Uses a heat pump for cooling.

FULLY-ELECTRIC FUEL CELL
Definition: Fully electric with fuel cells using stored hydrogen or ammonia as fuel, batteries, and a
backup diesel generator.
Applications: A combination of batteries and fuel cell technology ensures long range with short
bunkering times.
Hydra (Norled) 82m, 80 cars,
and 299 pax. 4-ton capacity Linde
LH2 tank, Ballard FC Wave PEM,
2 pcs. 200 kW, Battery 1.5 MWh,
DNV certified
•
Demo 2000: NH3
demonstration in an Internal
Combustion Engine (ICE).
(Wartsila) Here there is a testing
center for maritime decarbonization in Heiane, Storo,
also Varsa. It has NH3 storage,
with distribution for natural gas
and hydrogen. The ICE was installed
in early June 2022 and just
started trials.
•
ShipFC-Green Ammonia
Energy System (Maritime
Cleantech). Large ammonia
fuel solid oxide fuel cell (LNG)
2MW fuel cell. Fifty-five cubic
meters of fuel. Speed may be
11 knots on average as it isn’t
intended to run fast
•
Armada Fleet struggled
using NH3 for fuel cells as they
require pure hydrogen.
FPS WALL- Maritime Cleantech) Worlds first Hydrogen commercial cargo vessel
Loran AS Hydrogen hybrid supported by Enova.
•

•
•

ZERO-EMISSION POWERTRAIN
•

Siemens Blue Drive (ZeroCoast)
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•

HybridZ (ZeroCoast)

ONBOARD BATTERIES
•
•

Corvus is building a facility in Bellingham with a 200MW annual manual building capacity to gain
Buy America compliance. In May, they will sign contracts for 2022 battery delivery.
Battery life is ten years

ONBOARD FUEL CELLS
•

Corvus is building out a solid oxide (SOFC)

VESSEL FUELS

Diesel
LNG
Methanol
Ammonia

LOHC/LH2
Hydrogen

Renewable diesel (R100)
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11.8
10 MWh/m^3
MWh/tons

5.1
3.5 MWh/m^3
MWh/tons

2.1
1.5 MWh/m^3
MWh/tons

ESVAGT-green methanol (HAV) goes 4
hours sailing with zero emissions.
Easier to store than H2 and doesn’t
need to be kept in a liquid form.
Ammonia is 2.3 more power density
in liquid form than diesel. Wartsila
generally is pro-green NH3 but does
not agree with H2.
Hydrogen has been established as a
real alternative in the maritime sector
as an energy carrier. Due to having
multiple stages, hydrogen must be
used smartly.
Renewable diesel, is chemically the
same as ULSD and is a direct “drop
in” substitute fuel. WETA and Golden
Gate import their R99. It costs and
performs the same as diesel. Norway
hybrid vessels don’t use diesel; they
use renewable diesel.
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Biodiesel (B10)

Biodiesel, while similar to diesel, is
chemically different and can only
substitute for a portion of the fuel.
Combustion concepts to maximize
engine performance. 70% ammonia
blend on typical marine engine load
achieved already. It’s non-cryogenic
but toxic. Combustion releases NOx
and N20.

Ammonia Combustion

Hydrogen Combustion

Brown Hydrogen: From coal;
Gray Hydrogen: From natural
gas
Blue Hydrogen: From natural
gas with CCS
Pink Hydrogen: From Nuclear
power
Green Hydrogen: From
renewables/

Green NH3

Blue NH3
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Wartsila gas engines blend 25%
hydrogen in LNG, and concepts are
being developed for 100% hydrogen.
Pure hydrogen on 70% of typical
marine engine load achieved already.
2025kr/kg
1015kr/kg

40-60
kr/kg

99.97% clean hydrogen is needed in
fuel cells; this is why Corvus has been
designing their new type of fuel cell.
H2 can also be injected into engines.
Storage of LH2 at -253C, and there
are local emissions NOx.
Made from ‘belief, faith, and love.’
From water and adding N2
Energy is produced from a 100 MW
wind farm at Utsira, Berlevag, and
Longyearbyen, where there is
stranded wind. This project stores
ammonia 70m underwater and is
scalable. With five hubs, Norway can
save 5m tons of CO2, which is 10% of
Norway’s total CO2. (Wartsila)
Green Ammonia Bunder Hub” in the
port of Esbjerg (Wartsila).
It is made by taking CH4, breaking the
hydrogen chain, and adding N2. The
byproduct of CO2 needs to be
captured.
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In 2027, Wartsila expects to produce
1 ton NH3 at a far north LNG plant
(blue NH3) and carbon capture
beneath the oil field.
Nitrous Oxide Byproduct: NOx is a
derivative of ammonia. The SER has
the capability of removing NO.
Testing was done on an ICE with
liquid ammonia and resulted in
efficiency equivalent to a diesel
engine, with no NO and a 70%
reduction in emissions.

SHORESIDE
SHORESIDE CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE
•

•
•

Need to consider all options for grid connection such as LVAC, HVAC, and LVDC; each can have a
battery boost to stabilize a weak grid. It can also completely isolate the grid to charging and
then charge fully from the battery. (NES)
Cruise Ship shore power: (Zinus). Provide high voltage shore power (standard is 16MVA /3.6MW
but can exceed 30MVA/25.5MW). There are 4 in Bergan.
Zinus, 5 minutes active charging at 750 kW and can charge in 20 seconds.
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•
•
•

Compact Zinus ZPP215 (16 of them in Bergan); 400-690 kW with 350 amp per cable. Max 45 m
cable, and they can be manual or automatic.
Need to consider components for main incoming substation, power cables, shoreside
substation, berth terminal, and onboard.
Seam: =- Ruger ferries shoreside chargers?

SHORESIDE BATTERIES
•

Corvus battery

AUTONOMOUS AND EV HARBOR OPERATIONS
•
•

EV terminal tractor and reach stacker operations for positioning of cargo; cranes for handling of
bulk (Ocean Infinity)
Powerdock: (The Fjords) battery is floating. The charging capacity is 2,500 kW, and storage is 700
kW.
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PORT OPERATIONS
•

Port of Oslo is required emissions-free from their operations on the port and users of the port.

USE AREAS
SHIPPING

FURTHER RESEARCH TOPICS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Could TRV be built ammonia ready? Autonomous ready?
How do we future-proof the TRV at this point?
Why did WSF not elect to work with NES?
What data sets are desirable for running new use cases and scenarios for vessel efficiency
improvements? Data collection and digitization of baseline vessel performance?
Fishing and Aquaculture clean maritime tech
Offshore oil and gas clean maritime tech
Supply or production of hydrogen and ammonia
Tug and workboats clean maritime tech
Port of Anchorage plan

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ALASKA
Vessels
•
•

Make a case for modeling new hull designs and carbon fiber in Alaska waters for operational
fuel savings and passenger safety.
Make a case for modeling dock modifications in a real-time dynamic maritime environment.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New vessel construction of electric ferry that can service Metlakatla to Saxman; PWS
communities; and Haines/Skagway.
TRV design evaluation for cleantech to make it future-ready
Consider a carbon fiber ferry for the shuttle boats
Consider crane for container possibilities on Ro-Pax for load distribution (Ocean Infinity)
Consider Tazlina retrofit while it is getting crew quarters installed.
Review the Ketchikan airport ferry retrofit design by ABB for potential
Assess renewable diesel availability and cost as a means to reduce emissions in existing fleet.

Shoreside
•
•
•
•
•

Floating containerized batteries on the shore to stabilize weak grids.
Consider having DC power coming off the shoreside by having a transformer on the shore. This
way, the on-vessel transformer is smaller and lighter.
Evaluate shoreside charging needs in Metlakatla, Saxman, Haines, Skagway
Evaluate pending regulations for cruise lines and consider charging infrastructure.
Needs assessment of port equipment electrification

Operational Efficiency Improvements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Get satellite imagery of maritime transport in and out of Alaska
Map out Alaska’s Green logistics value chain
Digitizing our routes online into downloadable files and fact sheets
Identify a list of our paper processes at AMHS and develop digitization ideas.
Vessel Tracking (AIS) automatic ship identification.
Find a test case, such as fire suppression, to make the argument for digitization as it directly ties
to safety.
Test out with fuel savings the data sensors that fuel savings for feedback to vessel captains.
Optimizing fleet speed
Reducing the number of engines used.
Revise vessel loading procedures to minimize trim.

Policy
•

Establish a climate budget for marine spaces to measure progress against.

Capital and Maintenance Efficiency
•
•
•
•

Digital fuel consumption gauges for operational decision-making
Consider new efficient propellers
Use LED fixtures.
Consider what percentage of biodiesel (B10) works for Alaska.

Resources/Research
•

•

Continue on partnership building and collaboration by attending the following conferences:
Seattle International, LA California in November-Katherine invited to speak, and Workboat in
December.
Consider benefits to an Alaska Clean Maritime Center of Excellence Launch as an innovation
incubator and implementer.
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•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Consider a West Coast Consortium to define collective requirements related to shore power,
vessels, and environmental measures for Pacific maritime transport
Follow/join the partnership between WSF and BCF in the “next’ not ‘best’ practices for clean
marine
Draft an Energy Performance Plan for AMHS
Build partnerships with ferry owners/operators, ship owners, shipbuilding, yards, regulatory,
financiers, start-ups, classification societies, research and academia, OEMs, and suppliers.
Consider university partnerships between the University of Alaska ACEP and the University of
Trondheim for shared use of the Power Electronics Lab and the Shore Control Lab to evaluate
power electronics such as hydrogen, ammonia, fuel cell efficiency, batteries, and biodiesel fuel
types. The model first, before deployment to de-risk innovation.
Make North Lynn Canal (Haines and Skagway) a “Research Fjord” for early deployment of clean
technologies, simultaneously increasing environmental and sustainable tourism and supporting
regional economic development. (Taking the focus off the mining at Cascade Point).
Leasing out test space on board a live vessel to pilot different technologies, DOE-funded.
Review data standards, ITxPT, that are used for transportation.
Understand what options exist for efficiency gains, including vessel, port services, charting,
terminal, berth, etc.
Connect with Shea Thorvaldsen of TMS Waterfront for pre-RFI consultation. Shea@tmswaterfront.com. (Shea, Tim and Rob met on the ground delegation. Shea designed and manages
the shorefront in NYC)

Procurement
•

Request the procurement documents that Ruger, WETA, and BC Ferries use.

MOONSHOTS FOR ALASKA
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Could we utilize the autonomous daughter shuttle concept over complex dock modifications?
Ferries could be moored out with pax/vehicles/cargo shuttled to allow for distributed loading
and offloading.
Could we have an electric autonomous pendulum car ferry from Pt? Mackenzie to Port of
Anchorage as a preferred option over building a bridge.
Could we better combine the energy and transportation sectors.
Can we have a decarbonized fishing industry from sea to plate?
Design a cost-effective ferry that can be autonomous and lower emissions over time as
technology progresses.
Establish five hydrogen hubs for maritime transport or create a flexible supply of electricity and
hydrogen.
Retrofit AMHS vessels to zero-emission propulsion.
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DELEGATION ATTENDEES
Name
Katherine Keith

Company
AK DOT&PF

Job Title
Change Management Director

Dan Askins

AK DOT&PF

Port Captain

Ed Hooper

BC Ferries

Executive Director Shipbuilding

Miles McKinnon

BC Ferries

Senior Electrical Engineering Manager

David Toman

BC Ferries

Vessel Replacement Projects Manager

Patty Monahan

California Energy
Commission
California Energy
Commission
California Air Resources
Board
California Air Resources
Board
Golden Gate Ferries

CA Energy Commissioner

Mona Badie
Sydney Vergis
Michelle Buffington
Michael Hoffman
Jim Wunderman
Jessica Alba
Seamus Murphy
Tim Hanners
Tim Leach
Rob Roys
Robert Venables
Kelly Ratchinsky

Water Emergency Transit
Authority Bay Area Ferry
Water Emergency Transit
Authority Bay Area Ferry
Water Emergency Transit
Authority Bay Area Ferry
Water Emergency Transit
Authority Bay Area Ferry
Launch Alaska
Launch Alaska
Southeast Conference
Innovation Norway San
Francisco

Advisor to Commissioner Monahan
Division Chief
Vehicle Program Specialist Mobile Source
Control Division
Director, Engineering & Maintenance, Ferry
Division
Board of Directors
Board of Directors
Executive Director
Manager, Operations and Maintenance
Transportation Lead
Chief Innovation Officer (CIO)
Executive Director
Program Manager

SPEAKERS
Monday 13 June – Haugesund
Norwegian Coastal Administration
Captain Jon Leon Ervik, Head of Department for Pilotage
John Morten-Klingsheim Senior engineer
- Regulator role – corporation between industry & public
- Test Arena & autonomy
- What do they do with workforce development & digitalization
Zinus Power Autonomous e-ferry charging demonstration
Tore Martin Svanheld, VP Sales & Marketing
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Heine Teige, Project Manager
Westcon yard & MF Hydra vessel tour
Endre Matre, Technical Manager
Norled + Lunch
Heidi Wolden, CEO
Erlend Hovland CTO
- ZEV success & lessons learned & the future
- Swappable batteries
- Infrastructure hurdles & solutions in Norway
NCE Maritime Cleantech
Hege Økland, CEO, Maritime CleanTech
Håvard Tvedte
- Green innovation through collaboration
- Medstraum: World’s first zero-emission high-speed craft
Wärtsilä
Harald Tillung, Business Sales Manager
Egil Hystad, GM Market Innovation
Jane Jünger, Head of Communications and Marketing
Kjell Storelid, General Manager, Energy & Power Systems
- Hybrid and electrical systems and references
- 300-person induction charging vessel
- Ongoing development and testing of new fuel

Tuesday 14 June – Bergen
Hav Design – Energy-efficient ferry design
Jan Magne Goksøyr Vice President Sales
Norwegian Electric Systems Factory Tour
Stein Ruben Larsen – Senior Vice President Sales
Ocean Infinity
Jens Petter Haugen, Sales Manager Ocean Infinity
- Autonomous electric system integration at Ports and vessels
Zinus Power
Tore Martin Svanheld, VP of Sales & Marketing
Ronny Olson, Sales Director
Corvus Battery Factory Tour
Halvard Hauso, Chief Commercial Officer

Wednesday 15 June – Oslo
Port of Oslo Welcome & Introduction
Ingvar Mathisen, Port Director/ CEO at Port of Oslo
- Electrifying Port of Oslo
- Fast charging
- Largest passenger port and leading container and passenger gateway.
- Port development & increasing cargo and passenger throughput
Jens Eirik Hagen, Project Manager, Zero Emission Port
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- Electrifying Port of Oslo & full speed ahead towards zero-emissions
ENOVA
Anita Fossdal, Sr Advisor Process Industry/New Technology
- Hydrogen as an energy carrier in Norway
- Developing hydrogen hubs through Enova funding
- Initial learnings
Green Shipping Programme
Hans-Christian Wintervoll, Head of Service Center for Green Fleet Renewal
• Green Shipping Programme’s role in the maritime paradigm shift
• Piloting and Scaling
Norwegian Hydrogen
Per Øyvind Voie, Stakeholder Engagement Director
- Enabling zero emissions with green hydrogen
- Infrastructure for green hydrogen
- Zero Emission World Heritage Fjords
Legacy of the Fjords
- Vessel tour & charging infrastructure
Brødrene Aa
Lars Endre Gimmestad, Deputy CEO
- The route to zero emission vessels
Oslofjord-ferries vessel tour
Bernt Reitan Jenssen, CEO
Gøran Eriksen, Head of Contract Management Rail Transport

Thursday 16 June – Trondheim
Ocean Autonomy Cluster
Frode Halvorsen, Cluster Manager at Ocean Autonomy Cluster
Torghatten
Jan Egil Wagnild, CTO
- Hydrogen and hybrid ferries
Norwegian Technical University
Ole Andreas Alsos, Vice Dean of Innovation & Dissemination
- Shore Control Lab
Zeabuz – Demo milliAmpere
Autonomous electric ferry ride
Erik Dyrkoren, CEO / Øyvind Smogeli, CTO
Siemens Battery Factory
Odd Moen, Head of Strategy & Business Development
Renergy - Maritime Hydrogen projects
Thomas Bjørdal, Cluster Manager
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